BIG Q: Did the benefits of Roman expansion outweigh the costs?

Chapter 34 - "From Republic to Empire"

VOCAB
- Civil War - war between regions of the same country
- Punic Wars - wars: Rome vs. Carthage, Rome wins! (2nd Expansion)
- Caesar Augustus - Octavian, 1st Emperor (4th Expansion)
- Dictator - unelected ruler
- Julius Caesar - Roman general → dictator (3rd Expansion)
- Pax Romana - time of Roman peace

STUDY
- Stages of Expansion
  - Where? (generally)
  - Who?
  - Positive & Negative effects
  - Who had a negative view and why?

Julius Caesar - "the man... the myth..."
- Rise to power
- Dictatorship
- Downfall
- Wider impact
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